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Sound of Noiseis an odd, quirky Swedish comedy about 'musical terrorists' (with ideas taken from
this Futurist manifesto). I remember missing it atthe Ryder film series awhile back, so it caught my eye
when I found it on a cart here. The film revolves around a collective of misfit musicians who decide to
stage forced public performances for each of the four movements of their 'genius work' entitled "Music
for Six Drummers and One City". The plot involves a tone-deaf policeman (from a family of musicians)
trying to catch them. This involves a lot of hard-to-believe situations with a lot of amusingly not-quitelaugh-out-loud moments, but the interesting part comes from the choreographed performance pieces.
These are all made with found objects as instruments (an oxygen tank, a paper shredder, a bulldozer,
etc.). The musician characters have the same names as the actors playing them, presumably because
they really performed the music. If you enjoy the clip below, you might like the movie. The DVD
extras includeseveral other short performances made outside of the film.
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The Housemaid (2010)
Currently I'm a little in love with pretty much anything coming out of South Korea. Whether it's
Thirst, The Host, Oldboy, or 3-Iron, I love pretty much everything I see. South Korean
directors manage to make some of the most deliciously weird movies I've seen. The latest
batch of weirdness comes courtesy of The Housemaid, the latest from Sang-soo Im. Read
more »
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